https://www.bbc.com/education/clips/z88yb9qHistory GCSE Learning Programme GCSE 4th year 2. Life in Elizabethan Times
Topic/Content
2.1
Elizabethan
Culture
A Golden
Age:
The English
Renaissance
,
The rise of
the Gentry,
Fashion,
Architecture
,
The
Theatre,
The Cult of
Elizabeth

Objectives/Skills

Suggested Homework

Students will be able to
Explain a range of reasons why the
gentry became more powerful and
the impact this had on cultural
activities and the English
Renaissance.

Focus Task A p 34 - 35

Students will be able to
 Describe and explain the
changes in Elizabethan
Fashion, architecture and
theatre.
 Describe and explain how
Fashion, architecture (e.g.
Hardwick Hall) and theatre
reflected the changing
status of the gentry.

Explain why the
gentry experienced a
change in status in
this period (8)

Write an account of
the ways in which
Elizabeth used
propaganda to
strengthen her rule.
(8)

Assessment

Questions 1,2 and
3 p 62 +
' The Elizabethan
Period was a
cultural golden
age' How far does
your study of
theatre,
architecture and
other art forms
support his
statement ( 16 )
Total 44 marks

Success Criteria

1. https://filestore.aqa.
org.uk/resources/his
tory/AQA81452ACB-SMSSS1.PDF

see generic mark scheme p
32 – 40
Grade 9 : 85%
Grade 8: 75%
Grade 7: 70%
Grade 6: 64%
Grade 5: 58%
Grade 4: 50%
Grade 3: 45%

Stretch & Challenge
(Thirst for Learning)
The clips below are
mainly taken form Ian
Mortimer's Time
Travellers Guide to
Elizabethan England
available on YouTube.
https://www.bbc.com
/education/clips/z9y7
pv4
To what extent was
life in Elizabethan
Times changing? (10
minute clip on the rise
of the gentry.)
An introduction and
the impact this had on
Drake.
Visit Hardwick Hall to
assess how
architecture reflected
the changing fortunes
of the gentry.
Visit the Globe
Theatre in London to
describe one aspect of

1

Life in Elizabethan
Times.

2.2 The
poor:

Elizabethan
Exploration
English
sailors:
Hawkins
and Drake;
circumnavig
2

Students will be able to identify and
explain
the reasons for the increase in
poverty.
• Attitudes and responses to
poverty.
• The reasons for government
action and the seriousness of the
problem.

Students will be able
 to identify and explain a
range of reasons for
exploration in the
Elizabethan Period.

Explain why poverty
increased in the 16th
century? (8 marks)
Discuss the reasons
for government
concern and the
seriousness of the
problem. Why was
the government
concerned about the
increasing numbers of
poor people?
Practice Questions 1,2
and 3 on p 52
Questions 1 and 2 p
60

Clip from travellers
guide to Elizabethan
England . Why was
London the centre of
the Elizabethan World.
https://www.bbc.com
/education/clips/z83m
sbk
What was life really
like for the poor of
Elizabethan England?
https://www.bbc.com
/education/clips/zf2rw
mn
https://www.bbc.com
/education/clips/zv69
7ty
An insight into the
urban poor, crime,
disease, and the Great
Elizabethan Poor Law.
Research the voyages
of those named below
• Hawkins • Frobisher
• Drake • Gilbert •
Raleigh • Davis •
Lancaster • Raleigh.
produce a tabular

ation 1577–
2,3 1580,
voyages and
trade; the
role of
Raleigh.




Describe the journeys of a
range of Elizabethan
Explorers.
Draw conclusions on how
Elizabeth benefitted from
exploration in this period.

record of the aims,
places visited and
achievements of each
voyage
Time Travellers Guide
to Elizabethan England
clip ( 10 minutes)
https://www.bbc.com
/education/clips/z9y7
pv4
Seriously Raleigh.: Clip
https://www.bbc.com
/education/clips/z88y
b9q
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